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Abstract—This paper considers network control for wireless networks with finite buffers. We investigate the performance of joint flow control, routing, and scheduling algorithms which achieve high network utility and deterministically bounded backlogs inside the network. Our algorithms guarantee that buffers inside the network never overflow. We study the tradeoff between buffer size and network utility and show that under the one-hop interference model if internal buffers have size \((N - 1)/(2\epsilon)\) then \(\epsilon\)-optimal network utility can be achieved, where \(\epsilon\) is a control parameter and \(N\) is the number of network nodes. The underlying scheduling/routing component of the considered control algorithms requires ingress queue length information (IQL) at all network nodes. However, we show that these algorithms can achieve the same utility performance with delayed ingress queue length information at the cost of a larger average backlog bound. We also show how to extend the results to other interference models and to wireless networks with time varying link quality. Numerical results reveal that the considered algorithms achieve nearly optimal network utility with a significant reduction in queue backlog compared to existing algorithms in the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The design of wireless networks that efficiently utilize network capacity and provide quality of service guarantees for end users is one of the most important problems in network theory and engineering. Since the seminal paper of Tassiulas and Ephremides [1] in which they proposed a joint routing and scheduling algorithm that achieves the maximum network throughput, significant efforts have been invested in developing more efficient network control algorithms [2]-[22]. Most existing works, however, focus on achieving a guaranteed fraction of the maximum throughput region with low communication and computation complexity.

In addition, most papers on network control assume that all buffers in the network are infinite, so buffer overflow never occur. In practice, network buffers are finite. Therefore, sizing buffers such that buffer overflow inside the network can be alleviated or completely avoided is an important engineering problem. Moreover, buffer sizing should be performed in such a way that network capacity is not wasted. In fact, networks with finite buffers may suffer from significant throughput loss if they are not designed appropriately (e.g., see [23] and references therein).

There have been some recent papers that analyze delay performance of cross-layer scheduling algorithms [24]-[28]. In particular, it was shown that the well-known maximum weight scheduling algorithm achieves order-optimal delay in the uplink-downlink of cellular networks [24] and in most practical large-scale multihop wireless networks [25]. Other works on delay analysis for different scheduling algorithms in wireless networks can be found in [27]-[28]. In [4], [26], [29], and [30], it was shown that by combining the principle of shortest-path routing and differential backlog routing, end-to-end delay performance can be improved. In [15], [32], the virtual queue technique was used to improve network delay performance. In [33], it was shown that it is possible to achieve a guaranteed stability region with bounded information delay if we allow a small reduction in achievable network utility. These existing works, however, do not consider the problem of providing backlog or delay performance guarantees.

In this paper, we employ flow controllers to deterministically bound queue backlogs inside the network. Specifically, we combine the Lyapunov optimization technique of [2], [3], [30] and the scheduling mechanism proposed in [6] to construct joint flow control, routing and scheduling algorithms for wireless networks with finite buffers. Note that in [2], [3], [30] the problem of network utility maximization is considered assuming that all buffers in the network are infinite. The authors of [6] proposed scheduling algorithms for networks with finite buffers. However, this work does not consider flow control or dynamic routing, and requires that the traffic arrival rates are strictly within the feasible throughput region. Moreover, [31] demonstrated that it is possible to achieve deterministically bounded queue backlogs for the throughput optimization problem (i.e., linear utility), without taking into account general utility maximization. Our current paper considers the general setting where traffic arrival rates can be either inside or outside the throughput region, internal buffers in the network are finite, and dynamic routing is used to achieve the largest possible network throughput. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

- We consider control algorithms that achieve high network utility and deterministically bounded backlogs for all buffers inside the network. Moreover, these algorithms ensure that internal buffers never overflow.
- We demonstrate a tradeoff between buffer sizes and achievable network utility under the one hop interference model.
- We show that delayed ingress queue information does
not affect the utility of the control algorithms albeit at the cost of a larger backlog bound.

- We extend the obtained results to other interference models and to wireless networks with time varying link quality.
- We show via simulations that the considered control algorithms perform very well in both the under and overloaded traffic regimes. Specifically, they achieve nearly optimal utility performance with very low and bounded backlogs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in section II. In section III, we analyze the performance of the control algorithm in the heavy traffic regime. Section IV focuses on the performance analysis of the control algorithm for arbitrary traffic arrival rates. Some extensions are presented in section V. Numerical results are presented in section VI followed by conclusion in section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a wireless network which is modeled as a graph $G = (\Gamma, E)$ where $\Gamma$ is the set of nodes and $E$ is the set of links. Let $N$ and $L$ be the number of nodes and links in the network, respectively. We assume a time-slotted wireless system where packet arrivals and transmissions occur at the beginning of time slots of unit length. There are multiple network flows in the network each of which corresponds to a particular source-destination pair.

Arrival traffic is stored in input reservoirs and flow controllers are employed at source nodes to determine the amount of traffic to admit from input reservoirs into the network in each time slot. Let $n_c$ be the source node and $d_c$ be the destination node of flow $c$. We will refer to the queue at the source node $n_c$, which “stores” admitted traffic of flow $c$ as an ingress buffer. It is worth emphasizing that we do not need physical buffers to implement these ingress queues in practice. Specifically, the backlog values of these ingress buffers can be simply maintained by software counters while all data packets are physically stored in the input reservoirs.

All other buffers storing packets of flow $c$ inside the network are called internal buffers. Let $R_{nm}^{(c)}(t)$ be the amount of traffic of flow $c$ injected from the input reservoir into the network at node $n_c$ in time slot $t$. Note that a particular node can be a source node for several flows. Let $C_n$ be the set of flows whose source node is $n$. Hence, for any flow $c \in C_n$, its source node $n_c$ is node $n$. It is assumed that $\sum_{c \in C_n} R_{nm}^{(c)}(t) \leq R_{nm}^{max}$ where the parameter $R_{nm}^{max}$ can be used to control the burstiness of admitted traffic from node $n$ into the network. Let $R_{nm}^{max} = \max_{n \in N} \{R_{nm}^{max}\}$, which will be used in the analysis. Let $C$ denote the total number of flows in the network.

Each internal node maintains multiple finite buffers (one per flow) while ingress buffers at all source nodes are assumed to be unlimited. This implies that the input reservoirs are unlimited in size because data packets at source nodes are physically stored in the input reservoirs. This assumption is justified by the fact that in many wireless networks (e.g., wireless sensor networks) buffer space is limited. However, buffers in ingress routers or devices are relatively large. Moreover, since input buffers only need to store traffic from a small number of end-users, they can be made large enough to accommodate all incoming traffic with high probability.

Let $l_n$ be the size of the internal buffer used to store packets of flow $c$ at each network node. We denote the queue length of flow $c$ at node $n$ at the beginning of time slot $t$ by $Q_n^{(c)}(t)$. Note that data packets of any flow are delivered to the higher layer upon reaching the destination node, so $Q_{d_n}^{(c)}(t) = 0$. Assume that the capacity of any link is one packet per time slot. In addition, let $\mu_{in}^{(c)}(t)$ be the number of packets of flow $c$ transmitted over link $(n,m)$ in time slot $t$. Therefore, $\mu_{in}^{(c)}(t) = 1$ if we transmit a packet of flow $c$ over link $(n,m)$ and $\mu_{in}^{(c)}(t) = 0$, otherwise. In the following, we will use $\mu_{in}^{(c)}(t)$ or $\mu_{out}^{(c)}(t)$ to denote the number of packet transmitted over link $(n,m)$ or link $l$, respectively (i.e., network links can be represented by the corresponding transmitting and receiving nodes or just by a single letter). Let $\Omega_{in}^{(c)}(t)$ and $\Omega_{out}^{(c)}$ be the set of incoming and outgoing links at node $n$. The network model is illustrated in Fig. 1. For notational convenience, when there is no ambiguity, we omit the time index $t$ in related variables.

We assume that the traffic of any flow is not routed back to its source node. Therefore, we have $\mu_{in}^{(c)}(t) = 0, \forall m, c$. It is clear that this restriction does not impact the achievable throughput of the considered control algorithms. We assume that a node can communicate with (i.e., transmit or receive) at most one neighboring node. Any link can be activated as long as no node is involved in more than one transmission or reception (i.e., node exclusive interference constraints).\(^2\)

We further assume that node $n$ will not transmit data of flow $c$ along any link $(n, m)$ whenever $Q_{in}^{(c)}(t) < 1$ (i.e., a node will not transmit traffic of any flow if the corresponding queue does not have enough data to fill the link capacity). Under this assumption, the queue evolutions can be written as

$$Q_n^{(c)}(t+1) = Q_n^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{out}^{(c)}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{in}^{(c)}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) + R_n^{(c)}(t),$$

where $R_n^{(c)}(t) = 0, \forall t$ and $n \neq n_c$. Note that $\sum_{l \in \Omega_{out}^{(c)}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) = 1$ only if $Q_n^{(c)}(t) \geq 1$ and one of the outgoing links of node $n$ is activated for flow $c$. Let $\tau_n^{(c)}(t)$ be the time average rate of admitted traffic for flow $c$ at the

\(^1\)To be precise, $Q_n^{(c)}(t)$ is a virtual queue length because it can take real numbers for source buffers.

\(^2\)This assumption is made for simplicity of the derivations. Extensions to other interference models (e.g., $k$-hop interference model) are discussed later in section V. Note that the $k$-hop interference model implies that no two links within $k$ hops of each other can be simultaneously active. The node exclusive interference model corresponds to the 1-hop interference model.
corresponding source node $n_c$ up to time $t$, that is
\[
\tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \triangleq \frac{1}{t} \sum_{t=0}^{t-1} E \left\{ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(r) \right\}.
\] (2)

The long-term time-average admitted rate for flow $c$ is defined as
\[
\tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \triangleq \lim_{t \to \infty} \tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(t).
\] (3)

Now, we recall the definitions of network stability and the maximum achievable throughput region (or throughput region for brevity) [1], which will be used in our analysis. A queue for a particular flow $c$ at node $n$ is called stable if its average backlog is bounded. In addition, the network is called stable if all individual queues in the network are stable. The maximum achievable throughput region $\Lambda$ of a wireless network with unlimited input and internal buffers is the set of all traffic arrival rate vectors for which there exists a network control algorithm to stabilize all individual queues in the network.

Note that when internal buffers are finite, stability corresponds to maintaining bounded backlogs in ingress buffers (since internal buffers are finite by design, the issue of stability does not arise). In this context, it is necessary to devise a control algorithm that achieves high throughput and/or utility without any overflow at internal buffers.

### III. Network Optimization in the Heavy Traffic Regime

We start by considering the case where all sources are constantly backlogged. We seek a balance between optimizing the total network utility and bounding total queue backlog inside the network. Specifically, we want to solve the following optimization problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_c g_{c}^{(c)} \left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) \in \Lambda, \\
& \quad Q_{n_c}^{(c)} \leq l_c, \forall c, \text{ and } n \neq n_c,
\end{align*}
\] (4)

where $g_{c}^{(c)}(.)$ are assumed to be non-negative, increasing and strictly concave utility functions, $\tau_{n_c}^{(c)}$ is the time average admitted rate for flow $c$ at node $n_c$, $\left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right)^{T} = (\tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(1), \tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(2), \cdots, \tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(C))^{T}$ is the time average admitted rate vector, $(.)^{T}$ denotes the vector transposition, and $l_c$ is the internal buffer size. Here, utility functions express the level of satisfaction of users with respect to admitted rates. Constraint (6) ensures that the backlogs in internal buffers are finite and bounded by $l_c$ at all times.

To quantify the performance of the control algorithms, we need some more definitions. First, let us define the $\epsilon$-stripped throughput region as follows:
\[
\Lambda_{\epsilon} \triangleq \left\{ \left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) | \left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} + \epsilon \right) \in \Lambda \right\},
\] (7)

where $\left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) \triangleq (\tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(1), \tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(2), \cdots, \tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(C))^{T}$. Also, let $\left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)}(\epsilon) \right)$ be an $\epsilon$-optimal solution of a general network optimization problem, which is defined as the solution of the following optimization problem
\[
\text{maximize} \quad \sum_c g_{c}^{(c)} \left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right)
\] (8)

subject to $\left( \tau_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) \in \Lambda_{\epsilon}$, $r_{n_c}^{(c)} \leq \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)}$, $\lambda_{n_c}^{(c)} \leq \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)}$, $r_{n_c}^{(c)} \leq \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)}$.

where $\left( \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) = \left( \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)}(1), \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)}(2), \cdots, \lambda_{n_c}^{(c)}(C) \right)^{T}$ is the average traffic arrival rate vector. We will quantify the performance of the considered control algorithms in terms of $\left( r_{n_c}^{(c)}(\epsilon) \right)^{3}$. Note that $\left( r_{n_c}^{(c)}(\epsilon) \right)$ tends to the optimal solution $\left( r_{n_c}^{(c)} \right)$ as $\epsilon \to 0$ where $\left( r_{n_c}^{(c)} \right)$ is the optimal solution of the optimization problem (8)-(10) where $\Lambda_{\epsilon}$ is replaced by $\Lambda$ (i.e., the original throughput region). Also, for constantly backlogged sources the constraints on traffic arrival rates (10) are not needed.

In [3], [30], the corresponding problem without the buffer limit is considered. As a result, queue backlogs inside the network at internal buffers can be very large (although with bounded expectations). The large backlog accumulation inside the network is not desirable because it can lead to increased delays, buffer overflows, and throughput reduction due to retransmission of lost packets. Now, consider the following algorithm that provides a feasible solution for the problem formulated in (4)-(6).

**Algorithm 1: Constantly Backlogged Sources**

1) **Flow Control:** Each node $n_c$ injects an amount of traffic into the network which is equal to $R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) = x_{n_c}^{(c)}(t)$ where $x_{n_c}^{(c)}$ is the solution of the following optimization problem
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_c \left[ V^{(c)} \left( x_{n_c}^{(c)} - 2Q_{n_c}^{(c)} x_{n_c}^{(c)} \right) \right], \\
\text{subject to} & \quad 0 \leq \sum_{d \in C_{n_c}} x_{n_c}^{(d)} \leq R_{n_c}^{\max}, \forall c
\end{align*}
\] (11)

where $V$ is a controlled parameter.

2) **Routing/Scheduling:** Each link $(n, m)$ calculates the differential backlog for flow $c$ as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dB_{n,m}^{(c)}}{t} & \triangleq \begin{cases} 
\frac{Q_{n,m}^{(c)}}{l_c} [l_c - Q_{n,m}^{(c)}], & \text{if } n = n_c \\
\frac{Q_{n,m}^{(c)}}{l_c} [Q_{n,m}^{(c)} - Q_{m}^{(c)}], & \text{if } n, m \neq n_c
\end{cases}
\] (12)

Then, link $(n, m)$ calculates the maximum differential backlog as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
W_{(n,m)}^{*} & \triangleq \max_{c} \left\{ dB_{n,m}^{(c)} \right\}.
\end{align*}
\] (13)

Let $S$ be the schedule where its $l$-th component $S_l = 1$ if link $l$ is scheduled and $S_l = 0$ otherwise. The schedule $S^{*}$ is chosen in each time slot $t$ as follows:
\[
S^{*} = \arg \max_{S} \sum_{l} S_{l} W_{(n,m)}^{*},
\] (14)

where $\Phi$ is the set of all feasible schedules as determined by the underlying wireless interference model. We will not schedule any link $l$ with $W_{l}^{*} \leq 0$. For each scheduled link, one packet of the flow that achieves the maximum differential backlog in (12) is transmitted if the corresponding buffer has at least one packet waiting for transmission.

Before investigating the performance of this algorithm, we would like to make some comments. First, it can be observed

\footnote{Note that the $\epsilon$-optimality notion in this paper may not be the same with that used in optimization theory literature.}
that the flow controller of this algorithm admits less traffic of flow \( c \) if the corresponding ingress buffer is more congested (i.e., large \( Q_{n,c}^{(c)} \)). Also, a larger value \( V \) results in higher achievable utility albeit at the cost of larger queue backlogs. Moreover, the routing component of this algorithm (12) is an adaptation of the differential backlog routing [1] to the case of finite buffers [6]. The scheduling rule (14) is the well-known max-weight scheduling algorithm.

In fact, the flow controller of this algorithm is the same as that proposed in [30], [3] while the differential backlog in (12) is the same as that in [6]. However, [30], [3] assume that all network buffers are infinite while [6] assumes that traffic arrival rates are inside the corresponding throughput region and static routing. In contrast, we consider dynamic routing to achieve the largest possible network throughput. Also, we consider both heavy traffic and arbitrary arrival rates and employ flow controllers to control the utility-backlog tradeoff.

The differential backlog in (12) ensures that internal buffers never overflow. In fact, the differential backlog of any source link \( (n_c,m) \), given by \( Q_{n,c}^{(c)}/l_c \), bounds the backlogs of all internal buffers by \( l_c \). The differential backlog of all other links \( (n,m) \), given by \( Q_{n,c}^{(c)}/l_c \), is essentially the multiplication of the standard differential backlog \( [Q_m^{(c)} - Q_n^{(c)}] \) from [1] and the normalized ingress queue backlog \( Q_{n,c}^{(c)}/l_c \). Incorporating ingress queue backlog into the differential backlog in (12) prioritizes the flow whose ingress queue is more congested. This helps stabilize ingress queues because the scheduling component of algorithm 1 still has the “max-weight” structure as that proposed in [1].

Assume that for each flow \( c \), each wireless node maintains a buffer space of at least \( l_c \) packets. Assume that all buffers in the network are empty initially. Then, the queue backlog in all internal buffers for flow \( c \) are always smaller than or equal to \( l_c \). That is

\[
Q_n^{(c)}(t) \leq l_c, \quad \forall c, t \text{ and } n \neq n_c. \tag{15}
\]

To see this, note that all internal buffers in the network always have an integer number of packets. This is because the scheduler of Algorithm 1 does not transmit a fraction of packet from any ingress buffer to the corresponding internal buffer. Because at most one packet can be transmitted from any queue in one time slot, buffer overflow can only occur at a particular internal buffer if the number of packets in that buffer is \( l_c \) and it receives one more packet from one of its neighboring nodes. We will show that this could not happen by considering the following cases.

- Consider any link \( (n_c,m) \) for a particular flow \( c \). It can be observed that if \( Q_m^{(c)} = l_c \), then the buffer at node \( m \) for flow \( c \) will never receive any more packets from node \( n_c \). This is because the differential backlog of link \( (n,c,m) \) in this case is \( dB_{n_c,m} = Q_{n,c}^{(c)}/l_c \). Therefore, link \( (n_c,m) \) is not scheduled for flow \( c \).
- Consider any link \( (n,m) \) for \( n \neq n_c \). Suppose the first buffer overflow event in the network occurs at node \( m \) for flow \( c \). Right before the time slot where this first buffer overflow occurred, we must have \( Q_m^{(c)} = l_c \). However, consider the differential backlog of any link \( (n,m) \) in this previous time slot, we have \( dB_{n,m}^{(c)} = Q_{n,c}^{(c)}/l_c \). (8)-(10) is the same as that in \([6]\). However, \([30],[3]\) assume that

\[
\sum_c Q_{n,c}^{(c)} \leq \frac{D_1 + V G_{\max}}{2 \lambda_{\max} - \frac{(N-1)}{l_c}} \tag{18}
\]

where recall that \( Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(\epsilon) \) is an \( \epsilon \)-optimal solution, which is an optimal solution of the optimization problem (8)-(10), \( D_1 \geq C(R_{\max}^2 + 2) + C(N - 1) R_{\max} l_c \) is a finite number, \( C \) is the number of flows in the network, \( R_{\max} \) is the maximum amount of traffic injected into the network from any node, \( V \) is a design parameter which controls the utility and backlog bound tradeoff, \( \lambda_{\max} \) is the largest number such that \( \lambda = (\lambda, \lambda, \cdots, \lambda)^T \) is a column vector with all elements equal to \( \lambda \),

\[
G_{\max} \triangleq \max \sum_{c \in C_n} g_c(r_{n,c}(\epsilon)) \tag{19}
\]

\[
\sum_c Q_{n,c}^{(c)} \triangleq \lim sup \frac{1}{M-\epsilon} \sum_{\tau=0}^{M-1} \sum_c E\{Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(\tau)\}. \tag{20}
\]

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.

Fig. 2. Geometric illustration of optimal rate and lower-bound of achievable rate in the heavy load regime

Here, we would like to make some comments. First, as \( V \to \infty \), the total utility achieved by the time-average admitted rate \( \bar{r}_{n,c}(\epsilon) \) is lower-bounded by that due to \( r_{n,c}^{(*)}(\epsilon) \) from (8)-(10). This lower-bound is parametrized by the design parameter \( \epsilon \), which in turn determines the queue backlog bound in all internal buffers as given by (16). Specifically, suppose we choose \( l_c = \frac{(N-1)}{2} \) as suggested by (16). Then, when \( \epsilon \) is larger, the buffer size \( l_c \) is smaller but the utility lower-bound achieved by \( r_{n,c}^{(*)}(\epsilon) \) is also smaller as given in (17). This achievable admitted rate vector \( r_{n,c}^{(*)}(\epsilon) \)
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Second, the inequality (18) gives the upper-bound for the total ingress queue backlog, which is controlled by another design parameter $V$. In particular, when $V$ increases, the utility lower bound in (17) also increases but the upper-bound on the total ingress queue backlog becomes larger.

**Remark 1:** Without flow control, [6] has shown how to choose the internal buffer size to stabilize the input buffers. However, this chosen buffer size depends on the relative distance between the traffic arrival rate vector and the boundary of the throughput region. In practice, it is not easy to determine this distance parameter. Moreover, input queues will become unstable when the traffic arrival rate is outside the throughput region. In contrast, by appropriately designing a flow controller, our cross-layer algorithm can always stabilize the ingress queues. In addition, the internal buffer size in our design depends on a tunable design parameter $\epsilon$, which only impacts the utility lower bound and does not depend on the traffic itself.

**Remark 2:** Given $\epsilon$, if we choose the smallest possible buffer size suggested by Theorem 1 (i.e., $l_c = (N - 1)/(2\epsilon)$), the backlog bound becomes

$$
\frac{1}{M} \sum_{\tau = 0}^{M-1} \sum_c E \left\{ Q_{nc}(\tau) \right\} \leq \frac{D_1 + VG_{\text{max}}}{2(\lambda_{\max} - \epsilon)}.
$$

Taking $\epsilon = 0$, we have a backlog bound of same form as that derived in [3].

**IV. NETWORK OPTIMIZATION WITH ARBITRARY ARRIVAL RATES**

Now, we consider the more general case where traffic arrival rates $\lambda_{nc}(c)$ can be inside or outside the maximum throughput region. In this case, the long-term average admitted rates should be constrained to be smaller than the average traffic arrival rates. For this case, our objective is to solve the following stochastic optimization problem

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_c g(c) \left( \pi_{nc}(c) \right) \quad (22) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \left( \pi_{nc}(c) \right) \in \Lambda, \\
& \quad 0 \leq \pi_{nc}(c) \leq \lambda_{nc}(c), \\
& \quad Q_{nc}(c) \leq l_c, \forall c, \text{ and } n \neq n_c. \\
\end{align*}
$$

In this network setting, because the traffic arrival rates may be inside the throughput region, we rely on newly-introduced variables $Y_{nc}(c)(t)$ that capture “virtual queues backlogs” to perform flow control. These virtual queues track the difference between the instantaneous admitted traffic rates $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ and the “potential” admitted rates $z_{nc}(c)(t)$. In particular, we consider the following control algorithm.

**Algorithm 2: Sources with Arbitrary Arrival Rates**

1) Flow Control: Each node $n_c$ injects an amount of traffic of flow $c$ into the network $R_{nc}(c)(t)$, which is the solution of the following optimization problem

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_{c \in C_n} \left[ Y_{nc}(c)(t) - Q_{nc}(c)(t) \right] R_{nc}(c)(t) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{d \in C_n} R_{nc}(d)(t) \leq R_{\text{max}}, \\
& \quad R_{nc}(c)(t) \leq A_{nc}(c)(t) + L_{nc}(c)(t),
\end{align*}
$$

where $L_{nc}(c)$ is the backlog of the input reservoir, $A_{nc}(c)(t)$ is the number of arriving packets in time slot $t$, and $Y_{nc}(c)(t)$ represents “backlog” in the virtual queue which has the following queue-like evolution

$$
Y_{nc}(c)(t + 1) = \max \left\{ Y_{nc}(c)(t) - R_{nc}(c)(t), 0 \right\} + z_{nc}(c)(t),
$$

where $z_{nc}(c)(t)$ are auxiliary variables which are calculated from the following optimization problem

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_c \left\{ V g \left( z_{nc}(c)(t) \right) - 2Y_{nc}(c)(t)z_{nc}(c)(t) \right\} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{c} z_{nc}(c)(t) \leq R_{\text{max}}.
\end{align*}
$$

We then update the virtual queue variables $Y_{nc}(c)$ according to (27) in every time slot. We update $L_{nc}(c)$ by decreasing it by $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ and then increasing it by the number of arriving packets for flow $c$ in time slot $t$.

2) Scheduling and routing are performed as in Algorithm 1.

The flow controller in this algorithm is the same as that in [2]. Its operation can be interpreted intuitively as follows. The auxiliary variables $z_{nc}(c)(t)$ plays the role of $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ in algorithm 1 for the heavy traffic regime. In fact, the optimization problem (28) from which we calculate $z_{nc}(c)(t)$ is similar to the one in (11) where $Q_{nc}(c)$ is replaced by $Y_{nc}(c)$. Hence, $z_{nc}(c)$ represents the potential rate that would have been admitted if sources were backlogged. The virtual queue $Y_{nc}(c)(t)$ captures the difference between the potential admitted rate $z_{nc}(c)(t)$ and the actual admitted rate $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ based on which the flow controller determines the amount of admitted traffic $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ from (26). Here, the “virtual differential backlogs” $\left[ Y_{nc}(c) - Q_{nc}(c) \right]$ determines from which flow to inject data into the network.

In addition, it can be observed that (27) captures the dynamics of a virtual queue with service process $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ and arrival process $z_{nc}(c)(t)$. Hence, if these virtual queues are stable, then the time-average rates of $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ are equal to the time-average of $z_{nc}(c)(t)$. That means we must have $\pi_{nc}(c) = \bar{z}_{nc}(c)$ where $\bar{z}_{nc}(c)$ denotes the time average of $z_{nc}(c)(t)$.

It can be verified that the amount of admitted traffic $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ calculated from (26) only takes integer values assuming that $R_{\text{max}}$ are integer. Specifically, the solution of (26) can be calculated as follows. First, we sort the quantities $\left[ Y_{nc}(c) - Q_{nc}(c) \right]$ for all flows $c$ whose source nodes are node $n$. Then, starting from the flow with the largest positive value in the sorted list, we admit the largest possible amount of traffic considering the constraints in (26). Because $A_{nc}(c)$, $L_{nc}(c)$, and $R_{\text{max}}$ are all integer, $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ will take integer values. Because $R_{nc}(c)(t)$ are integer, each ingress buffer is either empty or contains an integer number of packets. Assume that packet arrivals are
i.i.d over time slots\footnote{While we assume i.i.d arrivals for simplicity, the results can be extended to more general arrivals that satisfy $E\left\{ A_{n,c}^{(c)}(t) \right\} = \lambda_{n,c}^{(c)}$ for any time slot $t$. This condition is required so that (80) in Appendix B holds. Therefore, the results in Theorem 2 are valid for Markovian traffic.}, we state the performance of Algorithm 2 in the following theorem.

**Theorem 2**: Given $\epsilon > 0$, if the internal buffer size satisfies
\begin{align}
    l_c \geq \frac{N - 1}{2\epsilon}.
\end{align}

Then, we have the following bounds for utility and ingress queue backlog
\begin{align}
    \lim_{M \to \infty} \sum_c E\left\{ g^{(c)}(r_{n,c}^{(c)}(M)) \right\} \geq \sum_c g^{(c)}(r_{n,c}^{(c)}(\epsilon)) - \frac{D_2}{V},
\end{align}
\begin{align}
    \sum_c Q_{n,c}^{(c)} \leq \frac{D_2 + V G_{max}}{2\lambda_{max} \epsilon - \frac{(N-1)}{l_c}},
\end{align}

where again $(r_{n,c}^{(c)}(\epsilon))$ is the $\epsilon$-optimal solution, which is an optimal solution of the optimization problem (8)-(10), and $D_2 \triangleq 3CR_{max}^n + C(N-1)R_{max}l_c$ is a finite number.

*Proof:* The proof is given in Appendix B.

---

**V. FURTHER EXTENSIONS**

In this section, we show how to extend the results obtained in the previous sections to two important directions, namely the impact of delayed IQI and extensions to other interference models and to wireless networks with time varying link quality.

---

**A. Delayed Ingress Queue Length Information**

Assume that the same scheduling/routing algorithm as in Algorithm 1 is employed. However, only delayed IQI is available at all network nodes. Let $T$ be the time delay of ingress queue length $Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(t)$ at all other network nodes (i.e., only $Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(t - T)$ is available at other nodes in time slot $t$). In the following, we investigate the performance of Algorithm 1 when delayed IQI is used for scheduling. In particular, each link $(n, m)$ and flow $c$ calculate the differential backlog in slot $t$ as follows:
\begin{align}
    dB_{n,m,c}^{(c)}(t) \triangleq \begin{cases} 
    \frac{Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(t)}{l_c} - Q_{m,c}^{(c)}(t), & \text{if } n = n_c \\
    \frac{Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(t - T)}{l_c} - Q_{m,c}^{(c)}(t), & \text{if } n, m \neq n_c.
    \end{cases}
\end{align}

This differential backlog is used for routing/scheduling while the same congestion controller as in Algorithm 1 is employed. Note that the flow controller for flow $c$ at node $n_c$ only requires its local ingress queue length information $Q_{n,c}^{(c)}(t)$. Hence, this queue length information is available without delay. We have the following results for this cross-layer algorithm with delayed IQI.

**Theorem 3**: If the buffer size satisfies
\begin{align}
    l_c \geq \frac{N - 1}{2\epsilon}.
\end{align}

Then, we have the following bounds for utility and ingress queue backlog
\begin{align}
    \lim_{t \to \infty} \sum_c g^{(c)}(r_{n,c}^{(c)}(t)) \geq \sum_c g^{(c)}(r_{n,c}^{(c)}(\epsilon)) - \frac{D_3}{V},
\end{align}
\begin{align}
    \sum_c Q_{n,c}^{(c)} \leq \frac{D_3 + V G_{max}}{2\lambda_{max} \epsilon - \frac{(N-1)}{l_c}},
\end{align}

where again $(r_{n,c}^{(c)}(\epsilon))$ is an $\epsilon$-optimal solution, which is an optimal solution of the optimization problem (8)-(10), $V$ is predetermined number, $D_3 \triangleq D_1 + C(N+2R_{max} + 1)T$, and $D_1$ is given in Theorem 1.

*Proof:* The proof is given in Appendix C.

This theorem says that the same network utility lower-bound as that in Algorithm 1 can be achieved under delay IQI at the cost of a larger average backlog bound as $V \to \infty$. However, the backlog upper-bound in (34) is larger than that derived in Theorem 1 as $D_3$ depends on $T$.

It has been shown in [6] that a slightly larger buffer size is required when scheduling is performed based on queue length vector (for both ingress and internal buffers) with estimation errors. In this theorem, we show that when only IQI is delayed while internal queue information is available without delay, we do not need a larger buffer size if an appropriate flow controller is available. In addition, there are some other existing works along this line in the literature [19], [20] where it has been shown that infrequent or delayed channel estimation may reduce the maximum throughput region. However, delayed queue backlog information does not decrease utility.

**Remark 3**: Although we have assumed that the IQI delay value is the same for all nodes, the same utility performance guarantee can be achieved even if routing and scheduling is
performed based on IQI with different delay values at different nodes. This is because ingress backlogs can only be offset by finite values in any finite time interval. Also, these offsets are negligible if ingress backlogs become sufficiently large. Therefore, the same utility performance can be achieved even under the heterogeneous delay scenario. In fact, we can modify the proof in Appendix C to account for these heterogeneous delays by changing constant factors in (92), (94) accordingly.

B. Extensions to Other Interference Models

In this section, we extend the obtained results to a general interference model. For brevity, we only consider the case of constantly backlogged sources. Let $K$ be the maximum number of links activated in any feasible schedule under the underlying interference model. Then, given $\epsilon > 0$, the required buffer size to achieve the backlog bound in Theorem 1 is

$$l_c \geq \frac{K}{\epsilon}. \quad (35)$$

In addition, given this chosen buffer size, the total average ingress backlog can be bounded as

$$\sum_c Q_{n_c}^{(c)} \leq \frac{D_1 + Vg_{\max}}{2\mu_{\max} - \frac{2K}{l_c}}, \quad (36)$$

where $D_1$ is defined in Theorem 1.

Proof: We can prove these results by using the Lyapunov drift technique with the same Lyapunov function used in the proof of Theorem 1. However, in deriving the Lyapunov drift, we have a slightly different bound for (46). Specifically, we have

$$\sum_c \frac{Q_{n_c}^{(c)}}{l_c} \sum_{n:n \neq n_c} E \left\{ \left[ -\sum_{l \in \Omega_m} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{\max}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \right]^2 \right\} \leq \frac{2KQ_{n_c}^{(c)}}{l_c} \quad (37)$$

where the inequality in (37) holds because we have

$$\sum_{n:n \neq n_c} E \left\{ \left[ -\sum_{l \in \Omega_m} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{\max}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \right]^2 \right\} \leq 2K, \forall c. \quad (38)$$

This is because for any particular flow $c$ each activated link $l$ contributes at most 2 to LHS of (38) and we can activate at most $K$ links in the network simultaneously. Taking the same proof procedure as in Appendix 1 with this new bound (37), we can obtain the desired results.

It can be observed that the required lower bound on internal buffer sizes under a general interference model is smaller than that under the one hop interference model if $K < \frac{(N-1)}{2}$ (i.e., the number of activated links in any feasible schedule is small). This would be the case for stringent interference models such as the $k$-hop interference model with large $k$, and the SINR interference model with large required SINR thresholds [34]. This result is illustrated in the following example.

Example: Consider a line network with $N$ links and the $k$-hop interference model. The maximum number of links that can be activated by any feasible schedule in this setting is $K = \max \{1, \lceil N/(k + 1) \rceil \}$. Therefore, the required lower bound for buffer size to achieve the $\epsilon$-optimal utility is $K = \max \{1, \lceil N/(k + 1) \rceil \}/\epsilon$. For large $N$, this required buffer size decreases by a factor of $(k + 1)/2$ compared to that derived under the one hop interference model. It can be observed that this result for line networks is quite conservative. In general, for wireless networks with richer connectivity, $K$ would decrease much faster with $k$, which, therefore, requires much smaller buffer size. This would also intuitively holds for the SINR interference model with large required SINR thresholds [34].

C. Wireless Networks with Time Varying Link Quality

We have assumed deterministic interference and channel models in the previous sections. We now extend the obtained results to wireless networks having links with time varying quality [21], [35]. Again, assume that allowable schedules satisfy node exclusive interference constraints and let $\Phi$ denote the set of allowable schedules. In addition, let $\bar{Z}(t)$ denote the channel state vector, which determines the probability of successful transmissions in time slot $t$. Given a particular link activation set $\bar{S}(t) \in \Phi$ and channel state vector $\bar{Z}(t)$, we can define the following probability of successful transmission for link $l \in \bar{S}(t)$ as follows [35]:

$$\Pr \{ \text{link } l \text{ succeeds} | \bar{S}(t), \bar{Z}(t) \} = P_l(\bar{S}(t), \bar{Z}(t)). \quad (39)$$

Note that the maximum achievable throughput region under this channel model is smaller than that assuming reliable transmissions considered in the previous sections. Under this channel and interference model, the same flow controller as in Algorithms 1 and 2 can be employed along with the corresponding modified differential backlog metric. However, link scheduling must take into account the time varying link reliability. Specifically, given the channel state vector $\bar{Z}(t)$ the schedule $\bar{S}^*$ is chosen in each time slot $t$ as follows:

$$\bar{S}^* = \mathop{\arg\max}_{\bar{S} \in \Phi} \sum_{l=1}^{L} S_l P_l(\bar{S}(t), \bar{Z}(t)) W_l(t). \quad (40)$$

For each scheduled link, one packet of the flow that achieves the maximum modified differential backlog is transmitted if the corresponding buffer has at least one packet waiting for transmission. It can be shown that the same performance as presented in Theorems 1 and 2 can be achieved for this modified algorithm.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We study the performance of the control algorithms using computer simulations. We consider a simple network of six nodes as shown in Fig. 4. All links are assumed to be bidirectional and the maximum weight scheduling algorithm is invoked in each time slot assuming the node exclusive (i.e., one-hop) interference model. We simulate four traffic flows whose (source, destination) pairs are (1, 6), (3, 4), (6, 2), (5, 2). We assume packet arrivals to all input reservoirs are Bernoulli processes. The utility function is chosen to be $g(r) = \ln(1 + \beta r)$ with $\beta = 500$, $R_{\max} = 2$, $\forall n$, $V = 1000$ (it is observed that increasing $V$ further does not improve the utility performance of the investigated algorithms).
TABLE I
OVERLOADED TRAFFIC FOR $\lambda = (0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
<th>$N-1$</th>
<th>$\tau_1^{(1)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_2^{(2)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_3^{(3)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_4^{(4)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{avg}}$</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{ingress}}$</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{internal}}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLC2b [2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = \infty$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2500</td>
<td>0.2899</td>
<td>0.2901</td>
<td>0.2897</td>
<td>1.1097</td>
<td>25.28</td>
<td>43.21</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 2$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
<td>0.2894</td>
<td>0.2896</td>
<td>0.2894</td>
<td>1.1084</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>31.65</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 10$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2399</td>
<td>0.2890</td>
<td>0.2890</td>
<td>0.2900</td>
<td>1.1099</td>
<td>26.64</td>
<td>58.38</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 50$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2397</td>
<td>0.2889</td>
<td>0.2889</td>
<td>0.2900</td>
<td>1.1095</td>
<td>22.11</td>
<td>296.59</td>
<td>34.59</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 100$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.2401</td>
<td>0.2901</td>
<td>0.2902</td>
<td>0.2898</td>
<td>1.1102</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>559.71</td>
<td>69.59</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
OVERLOADED TRAFFIC FOR $\lambda = (0.24, 0.29, 0.29, 0.29)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
<th>$N-1$</th>
<th>$\tau_1^{(1)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_2^{(2)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_3^{(3)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_4^{(4)}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{avg}}$</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{ingress}}$</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{internal}}$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLC2b [2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = \infty$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
<td>0.2899</td>
<td>0.2901</td>
<td>0.2897</td>
<td>1.1097</td>
<td>25.28</td>
<td>43.21</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 2$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
<td>0.2894</td>
<td>0.2896</td>
<td>0.2894</td>
<td>1.1084</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>31.65</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 10$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2399</td>
<td>0.2890</td>
<td>0.2890</td>
<td>0.2900</td>
<td>1.1099</td>
<td>26.64</td>
<td>58.38</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 50$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2397</td>
<td>0.2889</td>
<td>0.2889</td>
<td>0.2900</td>
<td>1.1095</td>
<td>22.11</td>
<td>296.59</td>
<td>34.59</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_c = 100$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.2401</td>
<td>0.2901</td>
<td>0.2902</td>
<td>0.2898</td>
<td>1.1102</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>559.71</td>
<td>69.59</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
OVERLOADED TRAFFIC WITH DELAYED IQI FOR $\lambda = (0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9)$, $T = 20$

We compare the performance of Algorithm 2 with that of Algorithm CLC2b proposed in [2], which assumed infinite internal buffer size (i.e., $l_c = \infty$ for all flows). We show time average admitted rates for each of the flows, total admitted rate of all flows $r_{\text{tot}}$, and the total average ingress and internal queue length. Specifically, the total average ingress and internal queue length are calculated as $Q_{\text{ingress}} = \sum_c \bar{Q}_n^{(c)}$ and $Q_{\text{internal}} = \sum_c \sum_{n \neq n_c} \bar{Q}_n^{(c)}$ where $\bar{Q}_n^{(c)}$ is the average queue length for flow $c$ at node $n$.

In addition, to illustrate the queue dynamics under our proposed algorithms and Algorithm CLC2b, we present the maximum average backlog $\bar{q}_{\text{max}}$ and the maximum sample standard deviation of queue backlogs $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ over all internal queues where $\bar{q}_{\text{max}} = \max_{c, n \neq n_c} \bar{Q}_n^{(c)}$ and $\sigma_{\text{max}} = \max_{c, n \neq n_c} \sigma_n^{(c)}$ where $\bar{q}_n^{(c)}$ is the sample standard deviation of queue backlog of flow $c$ at node $n$. The minimum values of average backlogs and sample standard deviation of queue backlogs over internal buffers are very close to zero, which are not presented for brevity.

We present the performance of Algorithm 2 for the overloading case in Table I for different values of internal buffer size. Recall that given the buffer size $l_c$, Theorem 2 implies that the lower bound of the network utility corresponds to a rate vector which lies inside the $\epsilon$-striped throughput region where $\epsilon$ is bounded above by $(N - 1)/2l_c$ as $V \to \infty$. To illustrate this performance bound, we also show the corresponding values of $(N - 1)/2l_c$ for different $l_c$ values in Tables I, II, and III. Table I shows that this performance bound is quite conservative, and that the proposed algorithm achieves utilities that are much closer to optimal than this bound would indicate. In particular, while $l_c = 2$ results in a slightly smaller total admitted rate and deviation from optimal rates, $l_c = 10$ achieves time-average admitted rates that are very close to the optimal ones. For $l_c = 50$, the corresponding $\epsilon$ is $\epsilon = (N - 1)/(2l_c) = 5/100 = 0.05$. However, the simulation results suggest that the actual loss in utility is negligible in this case.

![Simulation network with primary interference model](image-url)
the total average internal queue length. Moreover, Algorithm 2 achieves much smaller $\bar{q}_{\text{max}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ compared to those due to Algorithm CLC2b. In particular, the values of $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ for different values of $l_c$ are negligible, which suggests very stable queue backlogs achieved by Algorithm 2 in the highly loaded scenario.

We present numerical results for the underloaded traffic case in Table II. This table shows that Algorithm CLC2b [2] may achieve smaller average backlogs in ingress or internal buffers and our proposed algorithm has comparable performance with Algorithm CLC2b for $l_c = 10$. For $l_c = 2$ and $l_c = 10$, our proposed algorithm results in smaller $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ compared to Algorithm CLC2b. However, for $l_c = 50$ and $l_c = 100$, Algorithm CLC2b achieves smaller $\bar{q}_{\text{max}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ than those due to our proposed algorithm.

In addition, it is shown that under-sizing the internal buffers results in significant increase in average ingress queue length. Intuitively, this is because with finite buffers throughput is slightly reduced leading to larger backlogs in ingress buffers. Also, over-sizing internal buffers improves queue length of ingress buffers but increases total queue length in internal buffers. Finally, we show the performance of our algorithm with delayed IQI for the overloaded traffic case, and $T = 20$ in Table III. This table shows that delayed IQI does not impact the throughput performance while it only results in marginal increase in the total average queue length of internal buffers. It can also be observed that $\bar{q}_{\text{max}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ presented in Table III are almost the same as those in Table I, which are achieved without IQI delay.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed and analyzed the performance of control algorithms for wireless networks with finite buffers. Two different algorithms were investigated for both scenarios of heavy traffic and arbitrary traffic arrival rates. We also analyzed the performance of the control algorithms with delayed IQI. Numerical results confirm the superior performance of our proposed algorithms in terms of the backlog-utility tradeoff compared to existing algorithms in the literature. Our paper provides a unified framework for the problems of utility maximization, buffer sizing, and delay control in a very general setting. Developing decentralized control algorithms for wireless networks with finite buffers that achieve optimal buffer-utility tradeoff is an open problem which will be considered in our future work.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Consider the following Lyapunov function

$$L(\bar{Q}) \triangleq \sum_c \left( Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \right)^2 + \sum_c \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} \frac{1}{l_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t) \right)^2 Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t).$$

(41)

Note that this is the same Lyapunov function as that proposed in [6]. Now, consider the Lyapunov drift

$$\Delta(t) \triangleq E \left\{ L(\bar{Q})(t + 1) - L(\bar{Q})(t) \mid \bar{Q}(t) \right\}.$$  

(42)

Recall that $\sum_{l \in \Omega_n} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) = 0, \forall c, t$ because we do not allow traffic of any flow $c$ to be routed back to the source node $n_c$. Hence, we have

$$Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t + 1) = Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) + R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t).$$  

(43)

Now, we find the drift for the first term in (41). Squaring both sides of (43) and performing some manipulations, we obtain

$$Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t + 1)^2 - Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t)^2 = \left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right]^2$$

$$+ 2Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right]$$

$$\leq 2Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right] + R_{\text{max}}^2$$

(44)

where (44) holds because we have

$$\left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right]^2 \leq R_{\text{max}}^2.$$  

Now, to find the drift for the second term in (41), we have

$$\sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t + 1)^2 + \sum_{c, n: n \neq n_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t + 1) \right)^2$$

$$= \sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} \left[ Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) + R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \right]$$

$$\times \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t + 1) \right)^2$$

$$= \sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t + 1) \right)^2$$

$$+ \sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} \left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right] \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t + 1) \right)^2$$

$$= \sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} Q_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} Q_n^{(c)}(t)^2$$

$$+ \sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} \left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right] \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t + 1) \right)^2$$

$$+ \sum_c \frac{1}{l_c} \left[ R_{n_c}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n_c}} \mu_l^{(c)}(t) \right] \sum_{n: n \neq n_c} \left( Q_n^{(c)}(t + 1) \right)^2.$$

(45)
Note that we have

$$\sum_{c} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} E \left\{ - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \right\} ^{2} \leq \sum_{c} \frac{(N - 1) Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}}, \quad (46)$$

$$\sum_{c} \frac{1}{l_{c}} \left[ R_{nc}^{(c)}(t) - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)}(t) \right] \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t + 1)^{2} \leq C \frac{1}{l_{c}} R_{\text{max}}(N - 1) l_{c}^{2} = C R_{\text{max}}(N - 1) l_{c} \quad (47)$$

where the inequality in (46) holds because we have

$$\left[ - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \right] ^{2} \leq 1, \forall n \neq n_{c}. \quad (48)$$

Using the results in (46) and (47) to (45), we have

$$\sum_{c} \frac{1}{l_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t + 1) \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t + 1)^{2} \leq 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)} Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} \left[ - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \right] + \sum_{c} \frac{(N - 1) Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} + C R_{\text{max}}(N - 1) l_{c}. \quad (49)$$

Using the drifts for the two terms of (41) derived in (44) and (49), the Lyapunov drift can be written as

$$\Delta(t) \leq D_{4} + \sum_{c} \frac{(N - 1) Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}}$$

$$+ 2 \sum_{c} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + R_{nc}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}$$

$$+ 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)} Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} E \left\{ - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} + \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}$$

where $D_{4} = C R_{\text{max}}^{2} + C R_{\text{max}}(N - 1) l_{c}$ is a finite number. Subtracting $V \sum_{c} E \left\{ g^{(c)} \left( R_{nc}^{(c)} \right) \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}$ from both sides, we have

$$\Delta(t) - V \sum_{c} E \left\{ g^{(c)} \left( R_{nc}^{(c)} \right) \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\} \leq D_{4}$$

$$+ \sum_{c} \frac{(N - 1) Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} - 2 \sum_{c} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}$$

$$- 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)} Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} E \left\{ \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\} - \sum_{c} E \left\{ V g^{(c)} \left( R_{nc}^{(c)} \right) - 2 Q_{nc}^{(c)} R_{nc}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}. \quad (50)$$

Now, we define the following quantities

$$\Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q}) \triangleq 2 \sum_{c} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}$$

$$+ 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{n: n \neq n_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} - \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}, \quad (51)$$

$$\Psi_{2}(\tilde{Q}) \triangleq \sum_{c} E \left\{ V g^{(c)} \left( R_{nc}^{(c)} \right) - 2 Q_{nc}^{(c)} R_{nc}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\}. \quad (52)$$

Then, the inequality (50) can be rewritten as

$$\Delta(t) - V \sum_{c} E \left\{ g^{(c)} \left( R_{nc}^{(c)} \right) \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\} \leq D_{4}$$

$$+ \sum_{c} \frac{(N - 1) Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_{c}} - \Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q}) - \Psi_{2}(\tilde{Q}). \quad (53)$$

It can be verified that

$$\Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q}) = 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{(n, m) \in E: n \neq n_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \mu_{n,m}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\} \left[ l_{c} - Q_{nc}^{(c)} \right]$$

$$+ 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{(n, m) \in E: n \neq n_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \mu_{n,m}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\} \left[ Q_{nc}^{(c)} - Q_{m}^{(c)} \right]. \quad (54)$$

Hence, the routing/scheduling and flow control components of Algorithm 1 maximize $\Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q})$ and $\Psi_{2}(\tilde{Q})$, respectively. Strictly speaking, the routing/scheduling component of Algorithm 1 maximizes $\Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q})$ only for $Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) > 1$ because we do not transmit any traffic of flow $c$ over any link $(n_{c}, m)$ if $Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) < 1$. Given $r_{nc}^{(c)}(e) \in \Lambda_{c}$ defined before, we have $\left( r_{nc}^{(c)}(e) + \epsilon \right) \in \Lambda$. Hence, there exists a stationary and randomized policy that chooses a link rate vector $\left( \mu_{l}^{(c)}(t) \right)$ that satisfies for all time slot $t$ [4]:

$$r_{nc}^{(c)}(e) + \epsilon = E \left\{ \sum_{l \in \Omega_{n}} \mu_{l}^{(c)}(t) \right\}, \forall c. \quad (55)$$

Recall that the routing/scheduling and flow control components of Algorithm 1 maximize $\Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q})$ and $\Psi_{2}(\tilde{Q})$, respectively. Hence, we have

$$\Psi_{1}(\tilde{Q}) \geq 2 \sum_{c} Q_{nc}^{(c)} \left[ r_{nc}^{(c)}(e) + \epsilon \right] - 2 C, \quad (57)$$

$$\Psi_{2}(\tilde{Q}) \geq \sum_{c} \left\{ V g \left( r_{nc}^{(c)}(e) \right) - 2 Q_{nc}^{(c)} r_{nc}^{(c)}(e) \right\}. \quad (58)$$

where the constant $2C$ in (57) accounts for the fact that we do not transmit data of flow $e$ on any link $(n_{c}, m)$ if $Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) < 1$. Specifically, when $Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) < 1$, we have

$$\sum_{(n, m) \in E: n \neq n_{c}} Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \mu_{n,m}^{(c)} \mid \tilde{Q}(t) \right\} \left[ l_{c} - Q_{nc}^{(c)} \right] < 1. \quad (59)$$

Using the results of (57) and (58) in (53), we have

$$\Delta(t) \leq D_{1}. \quad (60)$$
Given the value of $\epsilon$ backlog bound, we arrange the inequality (60) appropriately and divide both sides by $M$, we have

$$\frac{1}{M} \sum_{\tau=0}^{M-1} \sum_{c} \left( 2\epsilon - \frac{(N-1)}{l_c} \right) E \left\{ Q^{(c)}_{n_c}(\tau) \right\}$$

where we have used the fact that $E \left\{ L(\tilde{Q}(M)) \right\} \geq 0$ and $\sum_c g^{(c)} \left( r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) \right) \geq 0$ to obtain (67). From the definition of $G_{max}$, we have

$$\sum_c E \left\{ g^{(c)} \left( R^{(c)}_{n_c}(\tau) \right) \right\} \leq G_{max}. \quad (68)$$

Using this result to (67), we have

$$\frac{1}{M} \sum_{\tau=0}^{M-1} \sum_{c} \left( 2\epsilon - \frac{(N-1)}{l_c} \right) E \left\{ Q^{(c)}_{n_c}(\tau) \right\}$$

Note that the above inequalities hold for any $0 < \epsilon \leq \lambda_{max}$. Also, suppose we choose the same buffer sizes for different flows which satisfy (62). By choosing $\epsilon = \lambda_{max}$ and taking the limit for $M \to \infty$ in (69), we have

$$\lim_{M \to \infty} \frac{1}{M} \sum_{\tau=0}^{M-1} \sum_{c} E \left\{ Q^{(c)}_{n_c}(\tau) \right\} \leq \frac{D_1 + VG_{max}}{2\lambda_{max} - \frac{(N-1)}{l_c}}. \quad (70)$$

Therefore, we have proved the backlog bound.

**APPENDIX B**

**PROOF OF THEOREM 2**

Define $\tilde{\Theta}(t) \triangleq \left( \tilde{Q}(t), \tilde{Y}(t) \right)$ and consider the following Lyapunov function

$$L(\tilde{\Theta}) \triangleq \sum_c \left( Q^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) \right)^2 + \sum_{c,n,n \neq n_c} \frac{1}{l_c} \left( Q^{(c)}_{n}(t) \right)^2 Q^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) + \sum_c \left( Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) \right)^2. \quad (71)$$

Consider the following one-step Lyapunov drift

$$\Delta(t) \triangleq E \left\{ L(\tilde{\Theta})(t+1) - L(\tilde{\Theta})(t) \mid \tilde{\Theta}(t) \right\}. \quad (72)$$

Note that the first two terms in the Lyapunov function (71) are exactly the two terms in the Lyapunov function (41). Hence, the drifts for these two terms are available in (44) and (49).

Now, we find the drift for the third term in (71). From (27), we have

$$Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t+1)^2 \leq \left[ Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) - R^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) \right]^2 + z^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)^2$$

$$\leq Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)^2 - 2Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)R^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) + 2z^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)$$

$$+ z^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)^2 + R^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)^2. \quad (73)$$

Hence, we have

$$Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t+1)^2 \leq 2 \left[ -R^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) + z^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) \right] Y^{(c)}_{n_c}(t) + 2R^{(c)}_{n_c}(t)^2. \quad (74)$$
Using the results of (44) and (49), (74) in the Lyapunov drift (72), we have

\[
\Delta(t) \leq D_2 + \sum_c \frac{(N-1)Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} - \sum_c Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} + R_{nc}^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} + 2 \sum_c Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} + R_{nc}^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} + 2 \sum_{\substack{c \ | \ n \neq n_c}} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)} Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} + \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} + 2 \sum_c Y_{nc}^{(c)}(t) E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} Y_{nc}^{(c)}(t) - R_{nc}^{(c)}(t) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \]

where \(D_2\) is the constant given in Theorem 2. Subtracting \(V \sum_c E \left\{ g^{(c)}(z_{nc}^{(c)}) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \) from both sides of this inequality, we have

\[
\Delta(t) - V \sum_c E \left\{ g^{(c)}(z_{nc}^{(c)}) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \leq D_2 + \sum_c \frac{(N-1)Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} - \sum_c Q_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \]

\[-2 \sum_{\substack{c \ | \ n \neq n_c}} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)} Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} + \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} \mu_t^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} + 2 \sum_c Y_{nc}^{(c)}(t) E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} Y_{nc}^{(c)}(t) - R_{nc}^{(c)}(t) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \]

Now, define the following quantities

\[
\Psi_3(\vec{\Theta}) \triangleq \sum_c E \left\{ \mu_t^{(c)} \left( z_{nc}^{(c)} - 2Y_{nc}^{(c)}z_{nc}^{(c)} \right) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \]

\[
\Psi_4(\vec{\Theta}) \triangleq 2 \sum_c E \left\{ Y_{nc}^{(c)}R_{nc}^{(c)} - Q_{nc}^{(c)}R_{nc}^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \]

Then, the inequality (76) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\Delta(t) - V \sum_c E \left\{ g^{(c)}(z_{nc}^{(c)}) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \leq D_2 + \sum_c \frac{(N-1)Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} - \Psi_3(\vec{\Theta}) + \Psi_3(\vec{\Theta}) - \Psi_4(\vec{\Theta}) \]

where \(\Psi_1(\vec{\Theta})\) is defined in (51). It can be observed that the flow control component of Algorithm 2 maximizes \(\Psi_3(\vec{\Theta})\) and \(\Psi_4(\vec{\Theta})\) defined in (77) and (78), and the routing/scheduling component maximizes \(\Psi_1(\vec{\Theta})\). Now, recall the definition of \(r_{nc}^{(c)}(t)\) in (8)-(10). The rates \(r_{nc}^{(c)}(t)\) can be achieved by the following simple admission control rule for traffic arrival rates inside or outside the throughput region. In each time slot \(t\), admit all arriving traffic \(A_{nc}^{(c)}(t)\) with probability \(r_{nc}^{(c)}(t)/\lambda_{nc}^{(c)}\). Under this admission control, we have \(E \left\{ R_{nc}^{(c)} | \vec{\Theta} \right\} = r_{nc}^{(c)}(t)/\lambda_{nc}^{(c)} E \left\{ A_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \right\} = r_{nc}^{(c)}(t)\) because arrivals are assumed to be i.i.d. over time slots. Let \((z_{nc}^{(c)}(t), \cdots, z_{nc}^{(c)}(t), \cdots)\), \(\forall c\). Then, from Algorithm 2, we have

\[
\Psi_2(\vec{\Theta}) \geq \sum_c Q_{nc}^{(c)} \left( r_{nc}^{(c)}(t) + \epsilon \right) \]

Note that there is no constant \(2C\) in (80) because \(Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t)\) only take integer numbers in this case (i.e., they are either zero or at least one). This is because the flow controller in Algorithm 2 only injects an integer number of packets into the network at all times. Using these results in (79), we have

\[
\Delta(t) - V \sum_c E \left\{ g^{(c)}(z_{nc}^{(c)}) | \vec{\Theta}(t) \right\} \leq D_2 + \sum_c \frac{(N-1)Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} - 2 \sum_c Q_{nc}^{(c)} - \sum_c V g^{(c)}(r_{nc}^{(c)}(t)) \]  

(83)

Using the same technique in the proof of Theorem 1, we can obtain the desired results.

APPENDIX C

PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Consider the same Lyapunov function as in the proof of Theorem 1. However, we employ the conditional Lyapunov drift \(\Delta(t)\) over \(\vec{Q}(t, T)\) in (77)-(78) in this proof. Then, we have

\[
\Delta(t) - V \sum_c E \left\{ g^{(c)}(R_{nc}^{(c)}(t)) | \vec{Q}(t, T) \right\} \leq D_4 + \sum_c \frac{(N-1)Q_{nc}^{(c)}}{l_c} - \Psi_1(\vec{Q}(t)) - \Psi_2(\vec{Q}(t)) \]

(84)

where \(D_4 = CR_{max}^2 + CR_{max}(N-1)l_c\). Recall that we have defined

\[
\Psi_1(\vec{Q}(t)) = 2 \sum_{\substack{(n,m) \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}}} E \left\{ \mu^{(c)}_{(n,m)} | \vec{Q}(t, T) \right\} \left[ l_c - Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \right] \]

\[
+ 2 \sum_{\substack{(n,m) \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}}} \sum_{\substack{(n,m) \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}}} \frac{Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t)}{l_c} \sum_{t \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}} E \left\{ \mu^{(c)}_{(n,m)} | \vec{Q}(t, T) \right\} \left[ Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) - Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \right] \]

Now, let us define \(\Psi_{1,d}(\vec{Q}(t))\) corresponding to \(\Psi_1(\vec{Q}(t))\) with delayed IQL as follows:

\[
\Psi_{1,d}(\vec{Q}(t)) = 2 \sum_{\substack{(n,m) \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}}} E \left\{ \mu^{(c)}_{(n,m)} | \vec{Q}(t, T) \right\} \left[ l_c - Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \right] \]

\[
+ 2 \sum_{\substack{(n,m) \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}}} \sum_{\substack{(n,m) \in \Omega_{nc}^{(c)}}} Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \cdot \left[ Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) - Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \right] \]

(85)

Now, we compare the second term of \(\Psi_1(\vec{Q}(t))\) and \(\Psi_{1,d}(\vec{Q}(t))\). First, note that

\[
Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) \geq Q_{nc}^{(c)}(t) - T \]

(86)
because at most one packet can be transmitted from a queue in one time slot. Hence,
\[
\sum_{c} \sum_{(n,m) \in E: n \neq n_c} Q_c(t) \\
\geq \sum_{c} \sum_{(n,m) \in E: n \neq n_c} E \left\{ \mu_{(n,m)}^{(t)} \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} \frac{Q_n(t) - Q_m(t)}{l_c} \\
\geq \sum_{c} \sum_{(n,m) \in E: n \neq n_c} E \left\{ \mu_{(n,m)}^{(t)} \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} \frac{Q_n(t) - Q_m(t)}{l_c}
\]

where (87) holds because
\[
0 \leq \frac{E \left\{ \mu_{(n,m)}^{(t)} \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} \left[ Q_n(t) - Q_m(t) \right]}{l_c} \leq 1.
\]

Hence
\[
\sum_{(n,m) \in E: n \neq n_c} E \left\{ \mu_{(n,m)}^{(t)} \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} \frac{Q_n(t) - Q_m(t)}{l_c} \leq \frac{(N - 1)T}{2} \tag{87}
\]

where this inequality holds because we can activate at most \((N - 1)/2\) links whose ends are not the source node \(n_c\) due to the node exclusive assumption. Using (87) in (85), we have
\[
\Psi_1(\bar{Q}) \geq \Psi_{1,d}(\bar{Q}) - C(N - 1)T \tag{88}
\]

where this inequality holds because the first terms of \(\Psi_1(\bar{Q}(t))\) and \(\Psi_{1,d}(\bar{Q}(t))\) are the same. Given \(r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon)\), which is the optimal traffic admitted rate lying inside the \(\epsilon\)-striped throughput region, there exists a stationary and randomized policy that chooses a link rate vector \(\left( \mu^{(t)}_i \right)\) that satisfies for all time slot \(t\) [4]:
\[
r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) + \epsilon = E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega^{nc}_t} \mu^{(c)}_t \right\}, \quad \forall c, \tag{89}
\]

\[
E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega^{nc}_t} \mu^{(c)}_t - \sum_{t \in \Omega^{nc}_t} \mu^{(c)}_t \right\} = 0, \quad \forall n \neq n_c. \tag{90}
\]

Then, due to the operation of our routing/scheduling policy we have
\[
\Psi_{1,d}(\bar{Q}(t)) \geq 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{(n,m) \in \Omega^{nc}_t} Q^{(c)}_c(t) \\
\times E \left\{ \mu_{(n,m)}^{(c)} \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} \left[ l_c - Q_{m}^{(c)}(t) \right] - 2C
\]

\[
+ 2 \sum_{c} \sum_{(n,m) \in \Omega^{nc}_t} Q^{(c)}_c(t - T) \\
\times E \left\{ \mu_{(n,m)}^{(c)} \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} \left[ Q_n^{(c)}(t) - Q_m^{(c)}(t) \right] l_c
\]

\[
\sum_{c} \sum_{(n,m) \in \Omega^{nc}_t} Q^{(c)}_c(t - T) = 2 \sum_{c} Q^{(c)}_c(t - T) r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) + \epsilon - 2C - 2CT. \tag{91}
\]

Using this result in (88), we have
\[
\Psi_1(\bar{Q}) \geq 2 \sum_{c} Q^{(c)}_c(t - T) r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) + \epsilon - 2C - C(N + 1)T. \tag{92}
\]

Note that we have
\[
Q^{(c)}_c(t - T) \geq Q^{(c)}_c(t) - TR_{max} \tag{93}
\]

because the maximum amount of traffic injected into the network from any node is \(R_{max}\). Using this result in (92) and using the fact that \(r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) + \epsilon = E \left\{ \sum_{t \in \Omega^{nc}_t} \mu^{(c)}_t \right\} \leq 1\), we have
\[
\Psi_1(\bar{Q}) \geq 2 \sum_{c} Q^{(c)}_c(t) r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) + \epsilon - 2C - C(N + 2R_{max})T + 1)T \tag{94}
\]

Also, due to the operation of our flow controller we have
\[
\Psi_2(\bar{Q}) \geq \sum_{c} V g \left( r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) \right) - 2Q^{(c)}_c(t) r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon). \tag{95}
\]

Using the results in (95) and (94) to (84), we have
\[
\Delta(t) - V \sum_{c} E \left\{ \int_{t}^{T} \left[ Q^{(c)}_c(t) \right] \mid \bar{Q}(t,T) \right\} = D_3
\]

\[
+ \sum_{c} \frac{(N - 1)Q^{(c)}_c(t)}{l_c} - V \sum_{c} g^{(c)} \left( r^{(c)}_{n_c}(\epsilon) \right) - 2\epsilon \sum_{c} Q^{(c)}_c(t)
\]

where \(D_3 = D_1 + C(N + 2R_{max} + 1)T\). Using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can get the desired results.
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